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Introductie: 
 
Een student Religiewetenschappen vertelt hoe jouw eerste jaar bij deze opleiding er uit zal zien. 
 
 
Hoorcollege 
 
Titel 
Wat is religie? 
 
Korte omschrijving 
Er zijn veel definities van religie. Is religie geloof in het bovennatuurlijke, is religie iets wat mensen 
samenbrengt, is religie opium voor het volk, is religie iets wat mensen doen? In dit college zullen we 
zien hoe definities iets zeggen over de theoretische oriëntatie van wetenschappers, over de 
onderzoeksvragen die zij stellen, en over de data die zij belangrijk vinden. 
 
Docent: Dr. Nathal M. Dessing (n.m.dessing@religion.leidenuniv.nl)  
Dr. Nathal Dessing is universitair docent Antropologie van religie bij het Leiden University Centre for 
the Study of Religion (LUCSoR) en directeur van het Leiden University Centre for the Study of Islam 
and Society (LUCIS). Ze is auteur van Rituals of Birth, Circumcision, Marriage, and Death among 
Muslims in the Netherlands (2001) en mede-redacteur van Everyday Lived Islam in Europe (2013).  
 
Werkcollege 
 
Titel 
Yoga on the International Stage 
 
Korte omschrijving 
Recent years have seen an explosion of new yoga styles across the Global North. From competitive yoga 
and the curiously Taoist-sounding ‘Yin-Yang Yoga’ to the more whimsical Goat Yoga, the drive to 
develop and market innovative yogic programming has never been more in evidence… or has it? The 
answer to this question depends significantly on how one defines ‘yoga’ itself. Aside from the 
calisthenics and the flexibility regimes taught at your neighborhood gym, the more prominent options 
historically included Yoga as a philosophical school, as a system of meditation and ethical discipline, 
and even a kind of bodily alchemy aimed at physical immortality. Each of these varieties of yoga claims 
roots in venerable Hindu and/or Buddhist ascetic traditions, but it can be difficult to identify what 
distinctively ‘yogic’ features even the premodern formulations share in common. Nevertheless, recent 
campaigns like the Indian government-sponsored International Yoga Day and the Hindu American 
Foundation’s ‘Take Back Yoga’ tacitly assume the existence of a cohesive, authentic yoga that has been 
subjected to ‘cultural appropriation’  by western yoga enthusiasts and entrepreneurs who have 
violently decontextualized, misunderstood, and commodified an essentially Indian and Hindu 
religious tradition. This criticism, which claims ownership over yoga and authority to arbitrate the 
legitimacy of its more recent western incarnations, raises complex questions about the constitution and 
circulation of ideas and practices, but even as we may wish to nuance the most simplistic and 
unidirectional presentations of yoga as plundered cultural heritage, it must be admitted that the 
continuing effects of colonialism and global capitalism are plainly visible in the modern yoga market.  
 
Docent: Dr. Joel Bordeaux (j.e.bordeaux@iias.nl)  
Joel Bordeaux is an Instructor in Religious Studies at Leiden University. He is a specialist in South 
Asian religions and has published on Hindu goddess traditions, representations of Tibetan Buddhism 
in Anglophone popular culture, and the ‘Yogi’ castes of West Bengal. He is a member of the research 
group Body and Embodiment in the Middle Bengali Imaginary at Jagiellonian University Kraków and 
has forthcoming articles on statecraft and politics in early modern India and on cross-pollination 
between Hindu and Buddhist ritual.  
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Q&A: 
 
Heb je nog vragen over de opleiding? Dan kan de student die hier allemaal beantwoorden! 
 
 
Voorbereiding: 
 
Select two discussions of yoga in recent mass-media (e.g. news, magazines, popular podcasts) and 
come prepared to discuss the representations of yoga in them with particular attention to issues of 
authority and accountability (or lack thereof) in relation to their presumed South Asian sources and 
inspirations.  


